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About Ad-Extractor

 A tool to extract and identify advertisements from a 
given list of webpages.

 Extracts contents of both image and textual ads.

 Outputs an excel file containing information of the 
ads present on the given webpages

 The tool was developed as a part of a research 
study.



Motivation

 Understand the nature of advertisements being 

shown to the users.

 On the basis of data collected, identify any common 

features to identify and block advertisements on the 

basis of categories.

 Identify any ads which can be considered 

inappropriate or embarrassing by users.



Methodology

 Collected history from users who were part of the 

user study after their consent.

 We ran this tool on three different set of webpages 

containing 500, 2500 and 5000 URLs respectively 

collected from user’s browsing history during the 

user study.



Tools Used



Tools Used

 In order to perform extraction of ads, Selenium’s 
Firefox web driver was used which is a famous 
browser automation tool. 

 It automates web application for testing purposes 
and allows running automated scripts to perform 
various tasks. 

 To parse the HTML, Jsoup parser was used.

 Aho-Corasick string matching algorithm was used 
for comparing strings.

 We used the Easylist’s list of filters which is also 
used by many adblockplus users.



Implementation

 Ads inside an anchor tag

 These ads may be images or textual ads and are 

located inside anchor tags

 Usually  these are non-behavioral ads ie. every user gets 

to see the same ads when they visit the same website. 

 They are loaded without any use of JavaScript. 

 They are of the form:

<a href=http://www.makemytrip.com/flights>

<img src=http://makemytrip/flights/offers.jpg>

</a>



Ads inside anchor tags



Implementation

 Ads inside an iframe-
 These ads are usually tailored based on the user’s 

demographics, browsing pattern etc. 

 They are loaded using JavaScript. 

 For such kind of ads, the browser sends HTTP get requests to 
the web server along with the required cookies so that they 
can be customized for the user. They usually take some time 
to load.

 They are of the form:
<iframe src=http://google.ad.doubleclick.com”>
<html><body>
<a href=“googleadservices.com/pagead/adf”>
<img src=http://makemytrip/img/flight.jpg>
</a></body</html>
</iframe>



Ads inside iframes



Procedure

 The first step was to fetch the webpage from which ads are to 

be extracted using Firefox web driver. The web driver 

automates the Firefox browser i.e. it opens the Firefox browser 

and waits for the page to load, allowing JavaScript to execute 

if required.

 Once the page completely loads, 

 For ads inside anchor tags,

 Tool parses the HTML content of the page using Jsoup to search for 

all the anchor tags. 

 For each anchor tag, it compares the href link in that anchor tag 

with the list of advertisement filters to see if that link is an ad or 

not. If it is an ad, it stores the link in a file.



Procedure

 For ads inside iframes, the web driver identifies all the iframes in 

the HTML page using Jsoup and compares the source links to a list 

of all third-party advertisers using the Aho-Corasick string 

matching algorithm. 

 If string match occurs, then another instance of web driver is used to load 

the iframe webpage from the source link. 

 The new webpage is parsed to look for all anchor tags and compare them 

with a list of ad filters. If the string match occurs again, the link is stored on 

a file.

 Finally to get the content of these ads, HTTP get requests is sent to the 

web sever on all the links stored in the file which were identified as 

ads and content of the ads are fetched from the HTTP response 

received.





Data collected

 Ad-Title

 Ad-Content

 Ad-Display URL

 Ad-Source URL

 Landing Page Title

 Landing Page URL

 Image Source

 URL of the main page

 isThirdParty?

 isIFrame? 



Simulation Results

 Avg. time taken to get all the ads/webpage: 8 sec

 Avg. time taken to

 Load a web-page: 4.5 sec

 Fetch all anchor tags/webpage: 0.5 sec

 Fetch all iframe tags/webpage: 4.3 sec

 Avg. no. of anchor tags in a webpage: 290

 Avg. no. of iframe tags in a webpage: 4



Results

Data Set Text Ads
Embarrassing 

Text Ads
Image Ads

Embarrassing 

Image Ads

Set 1 (500 URLs) 192 4 156 5

Set 2 (2500 URLs) 1235 29 742 16

Set 3 (5000 URLs) 2587 40 1423 30

Total 4014 73 (2%) 2321 51 (2%)
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Limitations of the tool

 The tool identifies only textual and image ads. It 

does not identify flash ads.

 Since some of the ads are loaded using Javascript, 

the tool waits for the entire webpage to load 

before it can extract the ads.

 Headless browsers tool which can extract ads 

loaded using Javascript are currently not available.
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